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Introduction
The Portland Office of Transportation (PDOT) initiated a Safe Routes to School (SR2S)
engineering review for Boise-Eliot with a walkabout on December 7th, 2005. At that meeting the
concerns of school representatives, parents and kids were described, and a walking tour around the
school and on adjacent streets and school travel routes was conducted. Boise-Eliot Elementary
School is located in an urban environment surrounded by a grid system of streets.
Figure 1. Area Map

BOISEELIOT

The neighborhood is a traditional single-family residence area that has begun development of
nearby commercial properties to higher retail uses. N Fremont is a Local Service street that fronts
the school and has traffic volumes that are more common on Neighborhood Collector streets.
Mississippi, to the west, is a similar type of street where most of the commercial activity is located.
Vancouver and Williams to the east are a one-way couplet and classified as Neighborhood Collector
streets. The Vancouver-Williams couplet is a barrier to pedestrian and bike traffic attempting eastwest trips and a separate process has begun to evaluate ways to enhance crossing safety along the
corridor from the south at Russell to the north terminus of the couplet at Killingsworth. To the
south of the school is an I-405 freeway access ramp. This ramp attracts traffic from adjacent
neighborhoods via Fremont, Vancouver and Williams. The Vancouver/Cook/Williams/Fremont
intersections have been studied for several years and adjustments to the traffic control in the area
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has been undertaken and is ongoing in order to increase safety. South of Cook, west of Vancouver,
is the Emanuel Hospital Campus. This facility will be funding roadway enhancements to mitigate
increases in traffic with future development, though the timeline for such development is unknown.
Farther east is Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd. (MLK). MLK is a four lane Major City Traffic Street
that students have difficulty crossing.
Below is a list of concerns that were felt to deter children from being allowed to walk, bike or take a
bus to school. These concerns were provided by school representatives in advance of the walkabout
or developed during the walk. The list has been arranged, as determined by PDOT, into broad
categories of safety and convenience with a last category for miscellaneous concerns. Following
the first section on problem statements is a solutions summary.
Boise-Eliot SR2S Concerns
Safety
A. Vehicle speed is too fast on
1. N Fremont, particularly near Borthwick.
2. N Vancouver.
3. N Williams.
B. Vehicle Congestion on
1. N Fremont with drivers double parking and blocking the view of children crossing the road.
2. Borthwick, where buses park also serves a new bakery across from the school and generates
traffic that did not previously exist, particularly with the new driveway.
3. Kerby at Ivy related to school parking access, lack of pedestrian facilities and lack of
parking guidance.
C. Unsafe crossings on
1. Vancouver, particularly at Cook east-west and north-south, and at Morris
2. Williams, particularly at Cook, eastbound drivers look left, turning right conflict
3. N Cook at Commercial pedestrian crossing is not marked.
4. Martin Luther King Jr. Boulevard.
D. Lack of or poor pedestrian or bike paths (unsafe links):
1. Leaf accumulation on Fremont makes sidewalks slippery.
2. Ivy, Kerby to Gantenbein, is a narrow street (alley width) with no sidewalks.
3. N Cook sidewalk near the freeway ramp.
E. Violations
1. N Fremont, with U-turns in front of school.
2. N Fremont, Crosswalk law – stop and stay stopped
F. Visibility issues at
1. Borthwick stop sign at Fremont – school buses block corner visibility
2. East side of Vancouver at Morris
Convenience
A. Pedestrian pathways that are often flooded at
1. SE corner, Borthwick/Fremont
2. NW corner, Kerby/Fremont
B. Lack of or poor pedestrian or bike connectivity (broken links) between
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1. The sidewalk on the south side of Ivy west of Vancouver ends before rounding the cul-desac.
C. Bike racks or storage locations are deficient.
1. Current location in the play shed is prone to damage from normal playground activities
(basketball) and does not accommodate many bikes.
Miscellaneous
A. Trees on Fremont block view of sidewalk and street
B. Parking on Kerby is not uniform.
C. School parking lot driveway on Fremont is not consistently open due to cut-through and safety
concerns.
D. Bus service next year will be reduced, likely causing more parents to drive their children to
school.
Summary of Findings and Solutions
Vehicle Speed
Vehicle speed counts were reviewed or collected for the streets of concern and are presented in
table 1, below.
Table 1. Collected Speed Data
Location
N Fremont Street
E/ Kerby
N Fremont Street
E/ Kerby
N Fremont Street
W/ Gantenbein

Location
N Vancouver
S/Morris
N Williams
S/Morris
N Vancouver
S/Stanton
N Williams
S/Stanton

Date

Eastbound
Speed*

Westbound
Speed

Lowest
Posted
Speed

Eastbound
Volume

Westbound
Volume

Total

4/6/05

28 mph

29 mph

20 mph

2321

2202

4523

6/6/05

28 mph

29 mph

20 mph

2232

2229

4461

1/10/06

30 mph

30 mph

25 mph

2391

2331

4722

Date

Northbound
Speed

Southbound
Speed

Lowest
Posted
Speed

Northbound
Volume

Southbound
Volume

Total

2/14/05

NA

NA

30

NA

6427

6427

2/14/05

NA

NA

30

8315

NA

8315

3/5/03

NA

35

30

NA

6138

6138

9/9/02

32

NA

30

7537

NA

7537

th

* 85 percentile speed; 15% of drivers exceed this.

From Table 1 it can be seen that vehicle speeds on Fremont are high relative to the posted school
zone. Speeds are also high enough outside the school zone to warrant traffic calming. The speeds
on Vancouver and Williams are generally appropriate for the street classification and posted speed
limit, though speeds on Vancouver near Stanton appear to increase enough to consider a pedestrian
enhancement near Morris.
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Solutions for Speeding
Fremont along school frontage
Portland’s 22-foot speed bumps, called speed tables, are the recommended remedy to reduce
speeding on N Fremont. This will make crossing Fremont safer and may reduce cut-through traffic
on Fremont. Speed tables are recommended instead of the shorter 14-foot speed bumps due to the
transit use of the street. A typical project of this length (Mississippi to Vancouver) would use four
or five speed tables to reduce speeding. Measurement of N Fremont determined four locations
suitable for speed tables, three of which are within the Boise-Eliot 20-mph school zone. A four
speed table project would cost approximately $8,000, of which $6,000 would typically be funded by
the Boise-Eliot SR2S fund. Adjacent residents would typically share the cost of the fourth speed
table unless Boise-Eliot chose to do so. A speed table project on N Fremont would need to go
through a public approval process that included approval by the Neighborhood Association.
Figure 1. Proposed Speed Table Layout

A suggested improvement was a raised crosswalk on Fremont at Kerby. Raised crossings work best
at mid-block locations and are difficult to build at intersections. PDOT prefers that drivers cross
speed tables and bumps perpendicularly instead of at an angle as when entering from the side street.
Placing a raised crosswalk for Kerby would require moving the crossing away from the intersection.
With the proposed speed table layout in Figure 1 a speed table is already proposed west of Kerby
and may achieve the slowing desired for the existing crosswalk.
An alternative to speed tables would be a median placed from Kerby to Albina. A median would
reduce speeding by causing drivers to feel less comfortable. Due to the already narrow width of
Fremont in this area (30 feet) a median could only be one or two feet wide. Parking would be
prohibited where a median is constructed, however, field visits indicate parking along this stretch of
roadway is already prohibited in several locations. A median may also reduce U-turn violations
note in safety item E1. The cost of a 2-foot wide median is approximately $50 per foot. 500 feet of
median on Fremont from Albina to Curb would cost approximately $25,000.
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Vancouver and Williams
Vehicle speeds on most of Vancouver and Williams are not excessive for the posted 30-mph speed
limit and street classification of Neighborhood Collector. Enhancement of pedestrian crossings with
curb extensions may be sufficient to mitigate what speeding currently exists. A good strategy
would be to plan routes and crossings for students to take and enhance specific crossings of
concern. In reviewing the school service area, particularly to the east, Fremont, Morris and Knott
are signalized intersections on MLK Blvd and are the streets students should be encouraged to use
for east-west travel east of Williams (Figure 2).
Figure 2. Possible Pathways Map

Solutions for Vehicle Congestion
No alteration of the existing parking lot layout could be found to increase the number of parking
spaces there. Altering the current pattern of activity may alleviate congestion at Kerby/Ivy and on
Fremont and Borthwick during the drop-off and pick-up times. One solution for Kerby at Ivy
would be to make the parking lot driveway two lanes in only the southbound direction. One-way
operation with access control may permit the parking lot gates to remain open throughout the day.
It would concentrate entering vehicles on Fremont and reduce opposing vehicles at the Kerby-Ivy
intersection. One-way spikes to enforce southbound operation cost $1500 per six-foot length. A
24-foot driveway would cost approximately $6,000 to control access and would be recommended at
both access points (Fremont and Ivy) for a total of $12,000 for materials. Construction labor may
cost another $2,000.
Making Ivy and/or Borthwick temporary or full-time one way streets may alleviate some of the
congestion problems. One way operation can be accomplished with signing alone, but is more
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successful when enforcement is also used. The cost for signing a street one way is about $700 per
street.
Relocating the bus parking from Borthwick could reduce congestion there. Possible locations for
bus parking include Borthwick south of Cook, Cook west of Borthwick, or in the school parking lot.
Removal of bus parking on Borthwick could permit an increase in parking near the school.
Borthwick is 30 feet wide and has 340 feet of frontage from Cook to Fremont. The current parallel
parking on both sides of Borthwick north of Cook totals about 34 parallel parking spaces and leaves
15 feet of roadway for two-way traffic. About 30 angle parking spaces could fit on the east side of
Borthwick and would leave13 feet of roadway for one-way traffic. Angle parking spaces would
likely be reverse parking (back in) and would need Borthwick to operate in one direction of travel.
Follow Up: It was requested at the first review of this report to consider relocating bus
parking to Cook, west of Borthwick. The south side of Cook fronts on a PDOT Bureau of
Maintenance storage facility. While there does not appear to be any access points that
would interfere with placement of bus zones on Cook, records indicate no sidewalk exists
along this block frontage (curb is in place). To serve four school buses there would need to
be about 160 feet of sidewalk constructed. This would cost approximately $6,000.
N Kerby is another street that could be better used for vehicle storage. N Kerby is about 36 feet
wide but does not have curb on the east side between Ivy and Cook. The existing 100 feet of
roadside on Kerby between Ivy and Cook would permit 10 parallel parking spaces. With 36 feet of
street width, angle parking would be possible and one side of the street could accommodate about
nine spaces. If Kerby south of Ivy was made one-way southbound, parallel parking could be added
to the east side gaining five more parking spaces and leaving an 11 to 12 foot travel lane – sufficient
for bus traffic.
A suggestion was made to provide reserved spaces for school staff outside the parking lot. PDOT
does not set aside public right of way for such a small group of users.
Solutions for Unsafe Crossings
Paid adult crossing guards were suggested to improve safety at busy crossings. PDOT would not
discourage Boise-Eliot from using paid or volunteer adult crossing guards, but PDOT does not have
any pending plans or budget to provide ongoing adult crossing guards for elementary schools in
Portland.
Vancouver at Cook
This intersection is confusing for student pedestrians due to the variety of directions traffic can
move. By statute there are three possible legal crosswalks at this intersection – one for each corner.
The safest measure would be to close the southernmost pedestrian crossing. Due to the offset of
Cook from the west to east sides of Vancouver it may be possible to provide a marked crossing
from the east corner to the median that divides the through and right turn lanes on the west leg of
the intersection (see Figure 3, below). A further enhancement would be to extend the median
toward the bike lane where the painted median currently exists and construct a corresponding curb
extension on the east side of Vancouver. These two changes would reduce the crossing distance to
20 feet.
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Figure 3. Potential Curb Extension, Vancouver at Cook

CLOSE CROSSWALK

Crossing between southeast corner of Cook to the median and between the median and the
northwest corner of Cook keeps pedestrians in clear view of drivers and takes advantage of the
stops on Cook and reduced speed of drivers turning from Vancouver. The cost for a curb extension
is approximate $15,000 and both sides could likely be completed for $20,000.
An alternative crossing location that is less busy may be another solution. Ivy was suggested as an
alternative. While there is less traffic on Ivy than Cook the traffic on Vancouver is more dangerous
at Ivy. Drivers arriving from the north are preoccupied with locating the route to the freeway and
negotiating crossing the bike lane to get to the turn lane at the same location as a Tri-Met bus stop
(see Figure 4, below).
Figure 4. N Ivy at Vancouver

BUS STOP

IVY
BIKE/TURN LANE
WEAVE
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The preoccupation of drivers with driving tasks at this location makes it a poor choice to encourage
students to cross at. It would be better to go another block north and cross at the signalized
intersection of Fremont.
Vancouver at Morris
Though it is recommended that some parking be removed on the east side of Vancouver north of
Morris (see the section on visibility), this intersection is not recommended as a student pedestrian
crossing due to the change from one to two travel lanes on Vancouver. This change combined with
the curved roadway causes drivers to be pre-occupied with vehicle-vehicle conflicts and less
observant for pedestrians. To make this a safe student crossing would take significant construction
on both sides of the street, with accommodation of drainage. The preliminary cost estimate for such
a change is in the neighborhood of $30,000 to $50,000.
Williams at Cook
It was noted that at the intersection of Williams at Cook drivers were looking left and turning right.
There are no good methods to reduce this behavior. As there is so much east to north traffic at this
intersection, closing the north side crossing is one way to reduce conflicts. Removal of parking on
the west side of Williams, south of Cook could increase visibility between pedestrians and drivers.
Enhancing the crossing on the south side with a curb extension or markings may alert drivers to the
pedestrian nature of the intersection. Figure 5, below, depicts a curb extension and marked
crossing. A curb extension costs $15,000 and a marked and signed crossing costs approximately
$1,500.
Figure 5. Potential Curb Extension at Williams and Cook

Other locations that may be safer for students to cross at are the two streets south of Cook, Fargo
and Monroe. Both of these streets intersect Vancouver and Williams. As with the concerns at
Williams, the location of the crossings needs to consider how drivers enter Vancouver or Williams.
Recommended and enhanced crossings of Williams should be on the south side of the cross streets
and such crossings of Vancouver should be on the north side of the cross streets. Placing crossings
in this way should place pedestrians in the line of sight of motorists looking for conflicting traffic
on the one-way couplet streets of Vancouver and Williams and avoid the turning in the opposite
direction drivers are looking conflicts (see Figure 6, below). Parking removal at designated
crossing locations to increase pedestrian and drivers would make these crossings safer. Further
treatment could include curb extensions or refuge islands. Curb extensions cost up to $15,000 each
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and remove one space of parking on each side of a street they are placed. Refuge islands cost up to
$10,000 each but remove two or three spaces from both sides of a street they are placed on.
Figure 6. Safer Crossing at one-way Street

Cook at Commercial
It is recommended that the crossing at Cook/Commercial be marked as a pedestrian crossing to alert
motorists to the pedestrian ramp locations (see Figure 7, below). Parking removal (25 feet each
side) and advance warning signs would also be needed to complete this crossing location. The cost
for this improvement is approximately $1500.
Figure 7. Marked Crossing at Cook/Commercial Ramps

Martin Luther King, Jr. Boulevard
A review was conducted on Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd (MLK) from Fremont to the south. The
intersections of Fremont and Morris are signalized and there is a marked pedestrian crossing at
Cook. These are considered sufficient crossings for students east of MLK. If Fremont is too far
north for students to cross at a signal, then Morris is the recommended crossing.
Solutions for Poor Pedestrian Pathways (Unsafe Links)
Leaf Debris along Fremont
Maintenance of the sidewalks, including leaf removal, is the responsibility of the adjacent property
owner, as is tree trimming.
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Ivy, Kerby to Gantenbein
Ivy is a very narrow street, only about 14 feet wide (curb to curb) with no sidewalk. The right of
way is approximately 16 feet and many fences are built up to the curb so pedestrians must walk in
the street. For most streets the safest and most difficult improvement would be the addition of
sidewalks. Separation of pedestrians from vehicular traffic, especially young pedestrians, provides
maximum safety. The difficulty with sidewalk construction is the cost. Five feet of curb and
sidewalk costs approximately $95.00 per lineal foot to build. From Kerby to Commercial 300 feet
of sidewalk would cost approximately $30,000, the entire SR2S engineering budget for Boise-Eliot.
The narrowness of Ivy would indicate it may need to be designated for one-way operation. Oneway operation might increase the safety of students that use Ivy, but a different pathway would be
safer.
An alternative to one-way operation would be to close Ivy to auto traffic just east of Kerby. PDOT
has closed such narrow roadways before for pedestrian safety reasons. With the use of Ivy by auto
traffic limited to the local residents, it would be significantly safer for pedestrian traffic. Closing
Ivy may need the approval of adjacent residents and property owners. A similar action could be
undertaken on Ivy between Commercial and the cul-de-sac. It is anticipated that objection to this
closure would be greater as it serves more of the local neighborhood as an access path for vehicles
to Vancouver Blvd.
Lastly, though speed of vehicles on Ivy is not a stated problem, construction of speed bumps could
reduce the number of drivers that use the street, reducing conflicts with pedestrians.
Cook Sidewalk along Freeway Ramp
The sidewalk on Cook turns north along the north side of the I-405 on ramp and provides a
connection to the intersection of Cook and Commercial. At the location where it turns north the
adjacent right of way and large corner radius create a pinch point that causes discomfort to
pedestrians. The current corner radius is 75 feet in order to accommodate truck access to the
freeway and cannot be reduced to add sidewalk and separation from traffic. Widening the sidewalk
to the north and east would require acquisition of right of way from Red Cross and a short retaining
wall since the parking lot is above the sidewalk.
One solution is to extend the chain link fence that currently separates the sidewalk and ramp closer
to the intersection. Approximately 30 feet of space exists to add fence and may cost $500. It is not
recommended to add fencing along Cook as it may obscure pedestrians walking west and
continuing on Cook to Kerby Street. Another option would be to fill the chain link fence fabric with
privacy slats. These slats are made of plastic and would block the view and some noise from the
freeway ramp and may decrease pedestrian discomfort. The cost for ten feet of slat material is
about $100. To add privacy to 350 feet of fence would cost $3500.
Violations
Fremont U-turns
A median may deter U-turn behavior, but would be costly (see section on speeding). Alleviation of
congestion may reduce this behavior (see section on congestion). Enforcement of traffic laws
during school hours may go the farthest to reducing this type of driver error.
Crosswalk law
Reducing vehicle speed with speed tables may be the best engineering mitigation for this type of
behavior. PDOT can provide resource materials for the school to hand out to parents regarding the
new crosswalk stop and stay stopped law. PDOT also has a targeted enforcement program where a
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decoy pedestrian is used. Past traffic safety enforcement actions have been successful at citing or
warning many drivers, cyclists and pedestrians for traffic violations.
Solutions for Visibility Issues
Borthwick at Fremont
During the walkabout school buses were observed parked south of the Borthwick stop sign and
could be obscuring the view. Also observed at that time was a school bus violating the no parking
zone for all vehicles, further making the sign difficult to see. A curb extension in the current no
parking zone would permit moving the stop sign closer to the travel lane and may alleviate localized
flooding. Curb extensions cost approximately $15,000 to construct.
Vancouver at Morris
Parking removal is the most immediate need to improve the visibility of pedestrians on the east side
of Vancouver at Morris. Figure 8, below, shows the difference in parking removal for six foot and
four foot of clear view. The wider six feet of view would require 72 feet of clearance, or
approximately three spaces. Four feet would only require about two spaces to be removed. Either
change would cost approximately $150.
Figure 8. Visibility Clearance, Vancouver at Morris

CONVENIENCE
Solutions for Flooded Corners
The SE corner of Borthwick-Fremont and the NW corner of Kerby-Fremont were identified as
locations with recurring flooding. . A curb extension may alleviate localized flooding. Curb
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extensions cost approximately $15,000 to construct. Another solution would be to add catch basins
upstream of the curb ramps to intercept storm water. A catch basin would cost about $2,000 to
install.
Solutions for Poor Pathway Connectivity (Broken Links)
South side Ivy sidewalk ends west of Vancouver
One solution was a curb ramp where this sidewalk ends to permit students to cross the street and use
a sidewalk on the north side. A single curb ramp would cost about $500 and signing and marking a
crossing would add another $1500. PDOT is not convinced students would use a crossing instead
of just walking across the cul-de-sac. This would also continue to encourage students to use the
narrow section of Ivy that connects to Commercial.
For most streets the safest and most difficult improvement would be the addition of sidewalks.
Separation of pedestrians from vehicular traffic, especially young pedestrians, provides maximum
safety. The difficulty with traditional sidewalk construction is the cost. Six feet of curb tight
sidewalk costs approximately $35.00 per lineal foot to build where curb already exists.
Constructing concrete sidewalk around the remaining portion of the cul-de-sac (213’) would cost
approximately $7,500. In addition to the fact this would continue to direct students the narrow
section of Ivy with no sidewalks, it is unlikely a student would travel the extra distance of this
sidewalk and discontinue simply walking across the street surface. An alternative would be a
temporary gravel path connection from the end of the sidewalk on Ivy to the sidewalk at the north
side of the Freeway on-ramp. A six-foot wide gravel path would cost approximately $3 per foot for
gravel. A gravel path to replace the existing soil footpaths may cost $1,000 to $3,000 and would
need the approval of the property owners. Potential paths are shown in Figure 9 below.
Figure 9. N Ivy Gravel Pathways
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Solutions for Deficient Bike Storage
It is recommended that the existing bike racks be removed and new bike storage facilities be
constructed on school grounds in a location that provides a clear view from regularly occupied
classrooms or offices and/or foot traffic (as might occur near the main entrance of the school). It is
also recommended that the bike storage area provide protection from inclement weather,
particularly rain.

MISCELLANEOUS
Solutions for Single Family Car Trips anticipated in the Future
PDOT may be able to provide assistance through an education and outreach effort to encourage
more carpooling, walking, biking and Tri-Met use to school.
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